#3DnukeGeneva

Support United Nations efforts to abolish nuclear weapons

This 3D street painting exposes the hidden threat to human civilisation – the thousands of nuclear missiles hidden underground or on submarines under the ocean.

Each nuclear missile is primed and ready to be launched within minutes. A launch by accident, miscalculation or intent could trigger catastrophic destruction.

The United Nations is trying to prevent nuclear war and abolish nuclear weapons. You can help the UN succeed.

You can interact with the 3D art. Grasp the chain to stop the missile firing. Take a photo. Post on your social media with the hashtag #3DnukeGeneva.

Join the global Chain Reaction of civil society acting for a nuclear-weapon-free world!

Visit www.unfoldzero.org for more information

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
Members of Abolition 2000 – the global network to eliminate nuclear weapons:
* Basel Peace Office - building the peace and security of a nuclear-weapon-free world
* UNFOLD ZERO – United Nations initiatives for nuclear abolition.
* World Future Council – promoting policies for a peaceful and sustainable future.
& Parliamentarians for Nuclear Nonproliferation & Disarmament – engaging legislators

Art by Joe Hill from 3D Joe&Max